
 

 

 

 

 

S h a m a n i c  C e r e m o n i e s  C o l o m b i a  
G o ld en  wa t e r s         

Communi t y  
 

 

 

  

 

 

Private Consults  

If you feel to make a personal work and dive more deep, or with your 

partner privately; we can plan an individual consult. Also if you feel 

calling for private ceremony we can see possibilitys.   

 

Festivals were you can find us  

Check this websites: 

- Roots Rising Festival               https://mahara.love/zutphen/ 

- Healing Garden Festival        https://healinggarden.nl/ 

For ceremony sharings with Mamo, Jefry and Fee and Colibri Shop 
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WHAT DO WE OFFER 

 

PRIVATE consults 

Mamo Francisco €222 1.5 hrs 

and a few hours of work that he 

does 

just for you the following week. 

If it really takes much longer, 

the amount will be slightly higher. 

 

Fee and Jefry €111 1.5 hrs 

All in consultation 

 

 

 

ROOTS RISING FESTIVAL 

22/07 – 24/07 

 

HEALING GARDEN FESTIVAL I 

05/08 – 07/08 

Inbetween Healing Garden 

opportunity for private consults or 

visiting your house territory 

 

HEALING GARDEN FESTIVAL II 

11/08 – 14/08 

https://mahara.love/zutphen/
https://healinggarden.nl/


Earth Tribe Mambeadero 17:00 - 21:00 

 

In the Mambeadero we enter a circle where, through the presence of 
each of its participants and the art of communication, we allow ourselves 
to unveil a question, a question that is important to solve for this group 
through the inner wisdom of each one of its members. In the circle of 
words we are accompanied by coca leafs medicine, which helps our 
words to be sweet, feminine, and Tobacco Ambira, which gives us the 
clear and concrete word of masculine energy, in order to achieve a center 
in the may our words be "sweetly firm, firmly sweet." This is an art 
practiced by the peoples of the hummingbird territory, people of coca 
and tobacco words, on this occasion we will be accompanied by the 
Mhuysqas, guardians of the word that zewa achieves, agreements 
between the people. Therapeutic effect: - Produces insight. - Promotes 
self-knowledge and recognition of the possibility of learning through 
one's own experiences and those of others. - Teaches effective 
communication techniques.  

Every mambeadero has another focus. We start a circle with deepening 
our understanding about what is a mambeadero and talk anout coca and 
tabacco. Later we share the medicine of chicha and speak about 
communitybuilding.  

Location Etten-Leur in a Tipi 

Guided by Mamo Francisco, Jefry and Fee  

 

 

Opening RETREAT  10:00  

Sunday 10:00 we start with Kambo   
Sunday 17:00 we start with teachings from Mamo followed by Yagé 
Monday at 10:00 we have an intergration talk about Kambo and Yagé and 
we close the ceremony. 
 
Monday13:00 – 18:00 there is the possibility for individual consult with 
Mamo Francisco or/and Fee/Jefry. For prices see Private Consults in the 
blue bar above.  
 
Kambo 10:00 
To deepen the cleaning of body mind and spirit, we work with the Water 
Medicine of the Jungle that is Kambo. 
The venom of this Amazon frog serves to clean "the panema", the aura of 
negativity that we generate through stress and the burden of toxins,  

negative thoughts and feelings that we accumulate throughout our lives 
and through ingestion. of polluting substances, which generate a 
vibration that attracts conflicts and difficulties to our lives. Through its 
highly purgative effect, Kambo purifies the aura and generates a vibration 
that opens our way to the positive. Besides being excellent to strengthen 
the immune system. To apply it, a special rod or liana that also comes 
from the Amazon is used, and they light it and with the small ember that 
is formed, they burn the first layer of the skin. This is removed and this 
gel from the frog's sweat is placed there in small amounts 
subcutaneously. Therapeutic effect: - Strengthens the immune and 
lymphatic system. - Cleanses the blood, and the internal organs (bladder, 
stomach, intestine). - Cleanses the aura of psychological aggregates and 
negative projections. Duration: 2 to 3 hours. 

 

EARTH TRIBE 

MAMBEADERO 

€44  

28/07 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPENING RETRAIT 

€320  

 €85 Kambo Only 

 €255 Yagé + teachings Only 
The one who does the entire retreat 

gets priority 

 

24/07 - 25/07  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Teachings Mamo + Yagé 17:00 
Traditional Yagé/ Ayahuasca Ceremony  
In the traditional indigenous medicine of several people of Colombia, 
Amazonia of Ecuador and Peru, Bolivia and Brazil they elaborate the 
potion known as ayahuasca or Yage, a concoction with entheogenic 
properties in the trunk of banisteriopsies cajunapies component leaves of 
chacruna (Psychotria viridis) or Diplopterys cabrerana. At the 
physiological level, Yage produces a purgative effect that manifests itself 
mainly through diarrhea and vomiting, this effect is known as "relief", due 
to its powerful purifying effect. In Yage, what people release through the 
body are not only harmful toxins for the body, they are also the mental 
and emotional aggregates with which certain areas of the body have been 
loaded, that is, the psychosomatic origin of the psychosomatic. At the 
psychological level, the Yage allows unlocking traumatic information that 
is stored in the unconscious. It is a combination of rituals, lines of 
processes      and environments for the production of the catharsis and 
the later        realization (realization) to go safely in therapeutics. In this it 
is called "the pint", or the Yage's visionary effect.  
 
Therapeutic effect:  
- Understanding of the psychosomatic origin of diseases and difficulties in   
  relationships with the partner, family, work and with the environment.  
- Unlocks traumatic information that is stored in the unconscious.  
- Produce emotional catharsis.  
- Purges and detoxifies the body of toxins, and pollutants present in the 
water, food and air we breathe, a through body liquid (vomit, urine, and 
feces 
 
Possibility individual consult Mamo Francisco or/and Fee/Jefry 
For prices see Private Consults in the blue bar above.  
 

Location Gaia Hoeve Hurwenen 

Guided by Mamo Francisco, Jefry, Fee and Irmgard 

 

Opening RETREAT Belgium    

If you want to have more information about this retreat in Belgium in a Castle 
nearby Lamur please let us know and send a e-mail to 
goldenwaterscommunity@gmail.com. We will send you the information. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPENING RETREAT BELGIUM 

More info? send mail to: 

goldenwaterscommunity@gmail.com 

29/07 – 01/08  

 

 

 
 

 

mailto:goldenwaterscommunity@gmail.com


Magical women retreat  9:00  

 

Saturday in the morning we start with Kambo followed by a nice lunch 
Saterday afternoon Munai Ki – Rite of the womb 
Saterday evening free time, with sharings and singing 
Sunday morning we do Yagé 
Sunday evening intergation and sharings 
Monday morning we take flowerbads and we close this magical weekend 
with a nice lunch 

 

Kambo at 9:00 in the morning 

You can find the information about the Kambo in the text above. 

Ayahuasca sacred Plantceremony  

You can find the information about the Yagé in the text above. 

Kerra Jantine is the first female student of plantmedicine at Taita Louis 
Alphonso Yagari of the Embera Chami in Colombia. Hereby she openend 
the medicine pad for women there.  
She is following the teachings off the Spiralschool, she is a Lakota Vision 
Quester. Studies medicinplants like Yagé, Rapeh, Tabacco and many more. 
Also she is a Kambo and Reikimaster and initated in the pad of 
sahumadoras in line of abuela Roxana Campos. 
 
Location will follow 

By Jantine and Fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deepening RETREAT  19:00  

On Friday we start with mambeadero  
Saturday in the morning we start with Kambo 
Saturday in the evening we do Yagé 
Sunday in the evening we do Yagé 
We close the ceremony on Monday morning 

Mambeadero   

You can find the information about the Mambeadero in the text above. 

Kambo  
You can find the information about the Kambo in the text above. 

Traditional Yagé/ Ayahuasca Ceremony  
You can find the information about the Yagé in the text above. 

Location Gaia Hoeve Hurwenen 

Guided by Mamo Francisco, Jefry, Fee and Irmgard 

 
MAGICAL WOMAN RETREAT 
KAMBO + MUNAI KI + YAGE          

+ flowerbads 
 €400                                  

 20/08 – 22/08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEEPENING RETREAT 

€600 incl. overnight stay/food 

€33 Mambeadero Only 

€85 Kambo Only 

 €222 Yagé Only 1x 
The one who does the entire retreat 

gets priority 

 

26/08 – 29/08  

 

 



Retreat Portugal 

We would like to invite you to a very special RETREAT "Return to the 

origin" on our territory Z'amora in Portugal.  

It is a co-creation between South America and Europe, to build a bridge, 

to share the wisdom of nature, of the water, of this elder and ourselves. 

For those who feel the call to step fully into pure Source energy.  

These days are full of teachings, sharings, silence, sound healings and also 

a sacred cacao and mambeadero ceremony. These days we receive 

Mamo Francisco, elder of the Wiwa tribe from Colombia, together with 

Jefry and Fee, Guardians of the community Zaku Ye in Colombia. They are 

all from the Kolibri tribe, the totem of the heart. 

The Mamo also makes a tour through the Netherlands with Fee and Jefry, 

but for a real deepening of your Origin you can join us for several days in 

our beautiful, quiet territory in nature.  

 

OFF GRID 
 
We live off-grid and are sleeping in Sahara Bell tents, of course you can 
bring a small tent. You arrive on September the 4th somewhere during 
the day, this is a day to land on the territory, get to know each other and 
also to relax, so that you can receive the teachings the next day.  
We will start the 5th until the 8th, and we will close the retreat the 9th 
after lunch. We provide sleeping places in tents and healthy, vegetarian 
food 3 times a day. Every day there are circles, sometimes all together, 
sometimes the men and women separately who then come back 
together.  

 
ARRIVAL & PRICE 
 
Arrival September the 4th, departure the 9th or the 10th.  
The contribution is 444 euro including shelter, food and all circles. This 
amount reflects the expenses in terms of food, travel and airline tickets, 
sacred cacao, mambeadero and something for the Wiwa community. If 
you feel that you want to give something extra afterwards  because it 
heals or remember a lot in your life, that is welcome.  
If you have any problem with buying a ticket at this moment, it is possible 
to pay in 2 or 3 installments after consultation with Aluna Omnium. The 
amount must be paid completely before the 1th of Septembre. 
 
For children from 0-9 years old the price is 55 euro. 
For youngsters from 10-17 years old, the price is 222 euro. 
For children there is no ticketshop, contact Aluna and she will arrange it. 

 

TRAVEL 
 
Your trip to Z'amora is exclusive!  
It is the cheapest to fly from Eindhoven to Lisbon or Porto. From Lisbon or 
Porto you can travel by bus or train to Castelo Branco, for just under 20 
euros. From Lisbon, the bus journey is considerably shorter! Book on time 
for cheaper flights. If you want to drive yourself, the distance is around 
2100 km from the Netherlands. We will pick you up in Castelo Branco, 
from there it is another 40 minutes to our territory. 
 

 
 

 

RETREAT PORTUGAL 

€444 

04/09 – 08/09 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TEST 
 
If you fly you need a negative Pcr/antigen test, a recovery or vcxx 
required. In the Netherlands there is a test with travel paper, without the 
nosewab. If you need this information I can send it to you. For the way 
back to the Netherlands nothing is needed. 
We always drive by car and we never did a test, but officially you need 
one to enter Portugal, so that decision is up to your own feeling. 
 
CONSULTS 
 
Personal consults are also possible. 
With Mamo Francisco, 1.5 hours and a few hours of work that he does 
just for you the following week for 111 euros (normally 222 euros). If it 
really takes much longer, the amount will be slightly higher. 
Fee and Jefry, 1.5 hours for 77 euros, normally 111 euros. 
Aluna, 1.5 hours of bodywork and light language session on the table     
77 euros, normally 111 euros. 
It is nice if you feel this to indicate in advance because of our planning.  
 

CO- CREATION 

ZakuYe is a community that represents the Spirit of the Mother of the 

Water. High in the mountains, surrounded by sacred water and stones. A 

sustainable life, created in harmony with nature and people. Living co-

creating with different tribes, native people of the area and other 

western countries. Based on ancestral education with methods 

implemented of the original law, the laws of nature and the creation.  

Mamo Francisco *Father*Guide*Teacher*Maestro* High mountains of 

Wiwa community, connected with Arhuacos and Kogis, as Colibri 

Messenger travelling and leaving his territory to guide, awaken and 

support humanity in this birthingproces of the new earth.  

How to live in harmony and balance, grow as individual, partner and 

community. How is the giving and taking in balance. How to clean 

ancestral lines we have, so we can invite more light and source to flow 

through us and live our true life mission.  

He is a humble, most wise, sweet and firm teacher that never judges or 

wants to see like teacher. For him we are all teacher and student.  

He teaches us how to organize our life, that sprouts from our origin and 

how to return back and remember thát. How to take care of all that exist. 

To know yourself. How to be in partner and create consious new life, how 

to built community and be in service for humanity.  

The tribes exist for thousands of years and have ancestral tools, 

technologies of nature working with elements and high consciousness 

and connection with spirit. They are the guardians of territorys and of the 

earth.  

They explain Mother Earth has a body like us; the lungs are in the jungle; 

the brain in Tibet and the heart in Sierra Nevada Colombia. The healing of 

the heart and the feminine communication is to find in these territorys. In 

order for the mother to survive, we need to unite and remember we are 

all guardians and hów to this.  

We are humble and deeply grateful to receive him in the western 

territories for the first time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAMO FRANCISCO 
 

 

 



Jefry Moncada - Yé is a member of the Nutabe tribe from Colombia and 
also member of the white brotherhood of the new Ancestral nations of 
Latin America. Messenger of the thoughts of the Sierra Nevada and 
Nutabe tribe that go in the protection of territories and the water. Carrier 
of the medicine Kinzha (hummingbird), to transmit the word of coca and 
tabacco.  

Therapist with plants, healer with the medicine of the earth (ayahuasca, 
Raphe; Curanga and Oshka).  

Fee Flow - Zaku is a messenger and ambassador initiated and sended by 
tribes of Sierra Nevada, connected with protection of territory and water. 
Weaving between worlds with golden strings. Walking with and spiritual 
family of Mamo Francisco and Abu his wife. Healer with Water, 
frequencys of crystal and light language.  

Participant of the Dance of the Moon, using ancient techniques to clean 
atmospheres, auras, places by using different methods, such as working 
with the Sahumador. Use different types of esoteric plants to clean. 
Guardian of this sacred fire that represents the uterus. 

Guardian of the rite of the uterus of the Munai Ki; female spirit of the 
jungle guided by the Sacred Water. Facilitator of women's circles. 
Working with medicine of the earth 'Rapé'. And with Water 'Kambo' 
medicine. Member of Nutabe tribe of Colombia. Weaving the experience 
and knowledge from the study of Psychologist. 

Aluna and Reinder - Guardians of Z'amora in Sacred Union to restore 

balance in themselves and the collective. Their mission, given by the 

elders in the Sierra Nevada, Colombia is to buy the territory Zaku Tenari, 

the Heart of the Earth and give it back to the Indigenous who live there. 

Aluna sounds light language, sees and knows. Reinder Is and gives ground 

to their mission. 

TICKETS 

You can buy your ticket in the retreats link of following website: 

https://www.therainbowfoundation.eu/retreats 

 If you have any questions please fill in the contactform on this website.  

 

Shamanic Teachings Wayra II 10:30 - 16:00 

 

Chapaka/ Wayra  

The shamanic teachings for Medicine women and men, are about 
ancestral tools to protect and help in ceremonys, like the Soplo (class I) 
and now we will deepen our knowledge about the Chakapa or Wayra 
comes from a Quechuan word; meaning 'shaker' or 'rattle constructed of 
bundled leaves'. Medicine people have a large variety of chakapa 
movements that create different sounds and energy waves; these 
movements match the icaro and healing that is being made. Part of the 
teachings are how to awake the Chapaka, how to work in the right safest 
way, how to clean and use the belonging elements of nature.  

Lunch is “Potluck” (Everybody brings some food to share) 

Location: Gaia Hoeve 

Guided by Jefry Moncada supported by Fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHAMANIC TEACHING WAYRA 

€88 

12/09 
 

https://www.therainbowfoundation.eu/retreats


Women retreat  9:00 – 11:00 
Kambo + Jurema sacred Plantceremony  

Today we combine the sacred medicine of the Kambo and the Jurema. 

 

Kambo at 9:00 in the morning 

You can find the information about the Kambo in the text above. 

 

Jurema sacred Plantceremony in the evening      

Jurema -Mimosa & Syrian Rue - Also known as Anahuasca. The rue is 

growing in native territory and mimosa comes from africa and south 

america. She is known as the feminine spirit of the jungle.  

The Sacred plant brew is used for medicine by deep healingprocesses, 

that has been used ceremonially for thousands of years, with deep 

respect, by various peoples as a medicine for body and mind, because of 

its strong cleansing, healing and visionary effect. In other words, inner 

senses are opened, through which deep insights are obtained and 

physical and mental impurities that are consciously or unconsciously 

stored in our pain body are cleaned. She helps you to see what needs to 

be seen. Ayahuasca is considered the most potent among the 'plant 

teachers' and therefore deserves deep respect from every user. The 

sacred tea is made from the two different plants. One plant (eg: 

Psyhotria Viridis or Mimosa hostilis) contains the body's own substance 

demytheltriptamine or DMT. DMT is naturally produced by many plants 

and organisms, including humans. Our pineal gland produces DMT so 

that we can dream, disembody or die. The intake of DMT therefore 

provides the vision-inducing effect. Because when you drink DMT, it is 

normally broken down again in the stomach and liver, we use a second 

plant (eg: Banisteriopsis Caapi or Peganum Harmala) which contains an 

MAO inhibitor. The MAO inhibitor thus ensures that the DMT can reach 

the brain and do its job.  

 

What Plant Medicine can help you with, for example 
 • Personal development, awareness 
 • Spiritual experiences 
 • Life issues 
 • Self love 
 • Healing  
 • Unprocessed grief 
 • Letting go of negative beliefs 
 • Physical complaints  
 • Processing: trauma, depression, fears, PTSD 

 • Stress, tension, burnout 

 • Grieving Process 
 • Fear of commitment, fear of separation 
 

Location: Gaia Hoeve 

Guided by Fee and Irmgard 

 

 
 

 

WOMEN RETREAT 

KAMBO + JUREMA                    

  €288                               

    17/09 – 18/09 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Soplo de Vida  - Blow of Life 13: 00 - 18:00 

 
Genezers van het medicijn pad we nodigen je uit om deel te nemen aan 
deze workshop over voorouderlijke leringen hoe je een beschermings- en 
reinigingsdrankje kunt maken dat verband houdt met je voorouders. 
 
Deze dag zal gewijd zijn aan het leren -hoe- al je voorouderlijke kracht en 
kennis wakker te maken en te begrijpen hoe je hun energieën kunt 
oproepen om je medicijn pad te ondersteunen. Je zult zien hoe je ze 7 tot 
9 generaties voor je kunt oproepen en wekken; de voorouders die 
genezers waren. Verbinden met je afkomst. Door ook de kracht van 
planten en je adem te gebruiken om (zware) reinigingen en bescherming 
te maken voor energetisch werk in ceremonies en je leven. Je maakt een 
'huis' waar ze samen kunnen komen; in een fles met geneeskrachtige 
planten en alcohol. Het proces om de planten te plukken en wakker te 
maken is een onderdeel van deze workshop. 
Dit zijn oude leringen, die afkomstig zijn van de medicijnouderen uit de 
jungle in Colombia. De kennis zal worden overgedragen en gedeeld door 
Yé, hij studeerde vele jaren bij verschillende stammen en creëerde 
krachtige magische energetische sprays maar ook Soplos. Vandaag zullen 
we de Soplo maken, deze leringen zijn erg verborgen en worden niet vaak 
gedeeld.  
Om je medicijn energetisch spiritueel werk kracht bij te zetten, 
bijvoorbeeld in ceremonies, heb je nu de mogelijkheid om een meester te 
ontmoeten die met je komt delen. In Colombia zijn meer oudsten en 
meesters die delen, maar in Nederland gaat veel oude voorouderlijke 
kennis verloren. Dus zijn missie is om dit terug te brengen naar dit land. 
 

Lunch is “Potluck” (Everybody brings some food to share) 

 

Location: Sungaya Capelle a/d IJssel 

Guided Jefry, Fee and Yufen 

 

 

 

 

Shamanic Teachings Icaro IV 13:00 - 18:00 

 

This day we open the connection with awaking our inner healing voice. By 
awakening your dialog with the ancestors. Because when we sing to 
them, they hear that we are talking with them. And ask them for 
protection, support in healing, cleaning and other processes. Start to 
connect with the icaro is really important so you know through sound and 
voice to guide the ceremonys in energy and redirect whatever kind of 
medicine.  

Lunch is “Potluck” (Everybody brings some food to share) 

 

Location Sungaya Capelle a/d IJssel 

Guided by Jefry, Fee and Yufen 

 

SHAMANIC TEACHING 

SOPLO €88 

21/09 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHAMANIC TEACHING  

ICARO €88 

22/09 



Closing RETREAT  19:00  

On Wednesday we start with mambeadero  
Thursday in the morning we start with Kambo 
Thursday in the evening we do Yagé 
We close the ceremony on Friday morning 

Mambeadero   

You can find the information about the Mambeadero in the text above. 

Kambo  
You can find the information about the Kambo in the text above. 

Traditional Yagé/ Ayahuasca Ceremony  
You can find the information about the Yagé in the text above. 

Location Gaia Hoeve Hurwenen 

Guided by Mamo Francisco, Jefry, Fee and Irmgard 

 

Moon Wombcircel 13:30 

Sacred Cacao Women Ceremony, return to the origin. More information 
follows half august. Including soup afterwards 

 

Location Het Middenhuis, Zutphen 

Guided by Fee and Aluna 

 

Shamanic Teachings Grandfather Tabacco 11:00 - 16:00 

  

Ancestral historys tell that Grandfather Tabacco was the first plant and 
spirit that was created on earth. And has all the knowledge from the 
origin.  

To know how to work with this most sacred plant is the base of all plant 
medicine work. To pray, to protect, to clean. In forms to smoke the 
tabacco in a ceremonial way, offer to earth or fire, to sniff powder or 
liquid, to use in a plantbath. So many forms and ways that come with a 
natural orden and the belonging teachings. If you are in the path of 
working with plantmedicines, as medicine woman or man, and feel the 
calling to deepen your knowledge; feel welcome!  

 

Location Gaia Hoeve 

Guided by Jefry, and Fee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLOSING RETREAT 

€350 incl. overnight stay/food 

€33 Mambeadero Only 

€85 Kambo Only 

 €222 Yagé Only  
The one who does the entire retreat 

gets priority 

 

28/09 – 30/09  

 

 

 

MOON WOMBCIRCEL 

€55 

02/10 

 

 

 

 

SHAMANIC TEACHING TABACCO 

€88 

05/10 

 

 

 

 

 



Munai Ki Ceremony & Aqua Florida 10:00 - 16:30  

 

Today you will connect through a ritual that is only passed on from 
women to women that represent your own blossoming and magic. 

 

Agua de Florida is a shamanic blossom & herbal potion that is used for 
purification, protection, healing and blessing. In Latin America this 'flower 
water' stands for good luck, for blessing and for protection against all 
negative energy.   

 

You can use to clear your energy, or bust up stagnant energy that’s being 
held in your energy field. It can also be used to purify and protect your 
energy field while working with others, to clear stagnant energies in the 
body of a client or participant that you work with in sessions or 
ceremonies, it helps to channel emotions, pain and sadness. And make 
cleaning in the space and your shamanic  

tools . 

 

Locatie: Gaia Hoeve Hurwenen 

 

Guided by Fee & Irmgard  

 

MUNAI KI & AGUA FLORIDA 

 €77 

 

06/10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE ARE LOOKING FOR SPANISH 

TRANSLATER(S) 

SO IF YOU HAVE TIME THIS 

SUMMER AND YOU WANT TO  

STUDY WITH MAMO AND 

TRANSLATE FOR HIM  

PLEASE LET US KNOW  

 

 

 

 

 

MORE INFO & SIGN UP 
goldenwaterscommunity@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

  


